A place for everything
and everything in its place

The new master key system packaging by CES
Good packaging – and more

What is the ideal packaging? What does it have to accomplish? Protection of the product, sure. Individual design, obviously. Flexible combination of several packages for a shipment, certainly.

Yet, from the dealer’s and fitter’s perspective, there are also other points to consider. The packaging should be suitable for the job at hand, it should allow a simple verification and a clear overview of the contents, and it should provide everything within easy reach for the fitting.

These were exactly the points we focussed on for our new packaging concept. And the result is much more than a mere packaging solution: It simplifies and accelerates the processes of dealers and fitters on several levels.

In the past, and especially in case of larger master key systems, it was sometimes quite a challenge to verify the completeness of the keys and cylinders, identify their allocation and fit them efficiently. All of this is now fundamentally different – from the delivery to the dealership through to the installation at the property.
Ideal packaging for all scenarios
Clarity is the key

Planning and ordering
- Modular packaging concept for all locking scenarios
- Optimum planning from simple to complex locking systems, divided into several fitting sections

Transport to the dealer
- Compact packaging with individual trays for simple handling
- High protection of the product – a place for everything and everything in its place
- Sturdy packaging for safe parcel delivery
- Optimised shipping (UPS shipment of a complete packaging unit, UPS collective shipment in case of several packaging units)
Goods receiving and inspecting

- Unique lettering on the outside (box and consignment number)
- Direct allocation of the order possible

- Packing list for simple and fast identification of the cylinders in the trays
- Clear lettering of the tray contents
Less fitting effort

**Preparation of the fitting and installation**

- Only what is needed goes on site. For instance, for a grand master key system, the cylinders are fitted with the grand master key; the individual keys and superior keys remain safely at home.
- No re-packing into other containers necessary – the delivery tray also doubles as the fitting tray.
- Stackable trays – secure position on the fitting cart.
- Several fitters can install cylinders in parallel – shorter fitting times.
Key handover to the final customer
- Orderly key handover
- Clear overview of keys per slot
- Packaging suitable for long-term storage/use

Sustainable packaging
- HBCD-free material
- Recyclable via separate waste collection
- Reusable
Teaming up for security
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